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Forensic streaming rights acquired by Amazon Prime; Ready to start streaming soon! Tovino Thomas starrer 'Forensic' was having a fabulous run at the box office when theaters had to close due to the lockdown. Those who could not watch the film even after hearing all the positive response were extremely disappointed. To their delight, the producers announced that streaming giant Amazon Prime
brought the rights to the film. It will be available online for the legal watch from May 1st. 'Forensic' directed by debutantes Akhil Paul and Anas Khan is an investigative thriller focused on a series of child abductions and killings. What made the film stand out from other regular thrillers made in Malayalam is the way forensic science and its possibilities were explored. It was the film's USP and most critics
praised the authenticity with which it was presented. 'Forensic' has Tovino Thomas who has played the leading role of medical legal advisor. Mamta Mohandas plays a character just as important as an IPS officer leading the investigation. Reba Monica John, Renji Panicker, Prathap Pothen, Rony David, Dhanesh Anand, Anwar Shereef, Srikanth Murali, Ginu John and many others are also part of the cast.
'Forensic' grossed around Rs 20 from the world box office before being withdrawn from theaters. The film was produced by Navis Xaviour and Siju Mathew under the banners of Juvis Productions and Raju Malliath's Ragam Movies. Forensic Digital Rights - Forensic The Science of Crime in another Malayalam thriller film based on Investigation, with some great masterpieces about the thriller genre Such as
Anjaan Pathira and Now this Forensic, Malayalam Industries have come to log way, here in the post that we will discuss the Digital Streaming Partner and the release date of the film. Forensic Digital Streaming/Release DateUpdate- The film has now been streaming on Netflix since June 7, 2020Se digital rights to the film are owned by Netflix, The film would be available for Amazon Prime Video after its
digital release, the official date is confirmed and the film will be released on Netflix from or after June 7, 2020. You can also check the list of other malayalam movies, we will update the post once we know any changes in the dates. Cast of forensic starsThe thriller Malayalam Crime Investigation stars Tovino Thomos, Manta Mohandas, Prathap Pothan, Reba Monica John and Rony David in prominent
roles, the film is written, created and directed by Akhil Paul and Anas Khan, the film is produced by Navis Xeviour and Sijju Mathew. The film was released in cinemas on February 28, 2020.Forensic Story, PlotThe film is based on Criminal Investigation Thriller in which Tovino Thomas is given the case of the serial killer who kills girls, Actors use his ability to find some information however the crime
continues, the film is on the same, The cinematic pleasure of watching for the audience and was loved most critics and audiences at the box office. Forensic Malayalam Hindi DubbedE there is no official announcement for the dubbed Hindi version of the film Forensic, however Amazon Prime Video May Releases the film along with English subtitles. This was all about the forensic film, if you have any
questions, let us know in the comments section, for more updates related to the movie Malayalam stays tuned to us for digital rights and release dates. Kerala State Award winner Mamta Mohandas and Filmfare Award winner South Tovino Thomas star in this polyesco thriller. Forensic Movie Digital Streaming Release Date Forensic Digital Release Date: Malayalam crime-thriller Movie Forensic gets an
online streaming release date. The film was released on February 28, 2020. there are many people waiting for the forensic digital release date and the first TV. Today I'm going to tell you about the digital release date of the forensic film. I will also share the details of the first TV of the film OTT and Forensic. Forensic's digital rights were sold to Netflix and satellite rights acquired by Asianet. Although Netflix
India OTT Platform has not officially announced the digital release date, we have exclusive information about the streaming date. Forensic streaming will begin on Netflix on June 7, 2020. On the same day, you can watch criminal Malayalam Movie online. The first TV of the Forensic Movie will be on May 7th in Asianet. However, forensic movie's first TV is our exclusive update. If you have a Netflix
subscription, you can watch/download forensic movies online in HD. Telugu Movies Online Release Dates | Amazon Prime, Netflix &amp; Hotstar Forensic Movie is a crime thriller film starring Tovino Thomas, Mamta Mohandas and Reba Monica. The film directed by Anas Khan, Akhil Paul. produced by Navis Xaviour, Siju Mathew. Name of the movie FORENSIC Release date February 28, 2020 With
Tovino Thomas, Mamta Mohandas and Reba Monica Digital Rights Netflix Digital Streaming Date June 7, 2020 ProducersNavis Xaviour, Siju Mathew DirectorsAnas Khan, Akhil Paul Language Malayalam Forensic Amazon Prime Release Date Yes, you have heard that the right forensic film will not be streamed on Prime Video. Because the rights to the FORENSIC OTT platform are not purchased by
Amazon Prime. So you can't watch forensic movies on Prime Video. Netflix forensic release date So, here you can check forensic's digital release, TV preview date, and streaming partner. first of all, it is exclusive news from our website. A lot of people think Forensic will be available on Netflix, yes, it's true. So, you can watch Forensic in Netflix because it is acquired by Netflix India. Finally, Forensic's digital
streaming date is June 7, 2020. MOVIE NAME: FORENSICTHEATER RELEASE DATE - February 28, 2020 DIGITAL STREAMING RIGHTS BUYER - DIGITAL PREVIEW DATE Netflix - Forensic poster of June 7, 2020. Tovino Thomas' forensic investigative thriller will be available to stream on Amazon Prime, the 1. The creators had initially considered a theatrical re-release, but since there was no clarity
on the duration of the lockdown or the possibility that theaters will reassess soon, they decided to release it on a digital platform. Forensics was entering the second week of its theatrical run when the coronavirus situation hit. The positive response in the opening week could have kept it in theaters for a long time to come. The producers told us that they were able to make a decent profit thanks to the
simultaneous liberation of the world. Release.
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